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Intended for both managers and system architects, this guide examines the benefits and
challenges of running the Linux operating system on IBM's S/390 and zSeries servers. Two
sample companies illustrate how to perform a total cost of ownership analysis and set up Linux
on the mainframe, and explore security considerations, communication methods, high
availability, and how Linux can affect existing systems management. All four authors are
affiliated with IBM. Annotation (c) Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com)

From the Back CoverLeverage Linux on the mainframe for a true business advantageCovers
zSeries and S/390 mainframesContains over 100 pages of reference materialIncludes detailed
examples and maximization techniquesThe complete mainframe guide to leveraging the power
of LinuxLinux on the Mainframe is the comprehensive guide to the fastest growing trend in IT.
IBM's Linux experts present peerless instruction in the art of planning for and making the most of
a Linux mainframe. This book's in-depth coverage includes virtualization, deployment, data
management, debugging, security, systems management, application porting, and much
more.Sample companies that demonstrate the strengths and potential shortcomings of Linux on
the mainframeComplete business analysis, including Total Cost of Ownership, server
consolidation techniques, and IT infrastructure simplificationExamples of deploying middleware
and other toolsIn-depth introductions to the latest trends, developments, and technologies
related to Linux on the mainframeBackground information on mainframes and Linux for the lay
readerKey techniques for deploying Linux servers and building integrated server
environmentsFor anyone involved in the planning, deploying, management, or administration of
a mainframe, Linux on the Mainframe is a vital resource.About the AuthorJOHN EILERT led the
team responsible for the Integrated Facility for Linux and retired from the IBM lab in
Poughkeepsie, NY, after 30 years of experience with mainframes.MARIA EISENHAENDLER,a
technical writer at the IBM lab in Boeblingen, Germany, has been producing documentation for
Linux on the mainframe since its inception.DOROTHEA MATTHAEUS plans technical
documentation at the IBM lab in Boeblingen, Germany, where she focuses on mainframe and
Linux.INGOLF SALMfocuses on IBM middleware design for Linux on the mainframe and Linux
distributions at the IBM lab in Boeblingen, Germany. He has over 20 years of experience in IBM
OS architecture and design.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.PrefaceBoth
the Linux and the mainframe communities are understandably interested in the unique concepts
and benefits of Linux on the mainframe. In this book, we define mainframe as being IBM's
enterprise servers, that is, S/390 and zSeries servers.This guide is for anyone seeking technical
or market insight regarding Linux on the mainframe. It is for the business person who looks for
opportunities to consolidate servers, reduce the complexity of an infrastructure, or reduce IT



costs. It is also written for the IT architect who wants to plan for, design, and implement the
solutions. It is for all those who are interested in this solution.This book gives an overall
perspective of the concepts that make this solution unique. It is a practical guide which helps you
to reach an informed decision as to whether Linux on the mainframe is for your business. It
shows examples of business solutions for Linux on the mainframe, and examples of how
systems can be designed and built.While this book is not a tutorial or how-to book, it references
a wealth of material that provides details about specific technical topics.Part 1, "Linux on the
Mainframe - an Introduction," describes technologies that possess inherent, strong values on
their own merits so that they should be considered as options for your IT projects. This part
includes an introduction to Linux, an introduction to the mainframe, and an introduction to Linux
on the mainframe.Part 2, "Planning for Linux," discusses the early decision points that allow a
Linux on the mainframe solution to effect the bottom-line project value. Apart from these
decision points, this part illustrates, with the help of two sample companies, the spectrum of
possibilities open to you. It also presents a total cost-of-ownership discussion on how Linux on
the mainframe can facilitate substantial savings in the enterprise.Part 3, "Is Linux on the
Mainframe for Me?" is about the technical foundations that bring unique value to running
applications in a Linux-on-the-mainframe environment. Virtualization, communications, and
security are among the topics discussed. For example, this part describes how it is possible to
have hundreds of Linux servers on one mainframe machine.Part 4, "Making the Most of Linux on
the Mainframe," is about the challenge that Linux on the mainframe means to systems
management. How can you preserve the benefits of tight systems management schemes that
help to make mainframe environments so reliable and, at the same time, allow Linux to act as an
engine for the rapid change that the marketplace demands today? This part explores the
opportunities that Linux on the mainframe offers for managing availability, data, performance,
and security.Part 5, "Running Applications," outlines the spectrum of uses for Linux images,
ranging from independent servers to components in an integrated multi-platform environment
with traditional mainframe operating systems. There is also a section with considerations for
those who want to port applications from other platforms.Part 6, "Reference," provides technical
details about specific Linux and mainframe functions and capabilities. It also points to some of
the key software that is available to your Linux-on-the-mainframe solution, including
applications, middleware, and systems management and performance tools.We have attempted
to make the various topics as independent as possible, but, as with any system-level solution, all
parts are interrelated. There is a fair amount of cross-referencing to allow you to find sections
where a related topic is covered in more detail.The book is the result of collaboration among
three current IBM employees and one retired IBM employee. Our sources are companies that
use Linux on the mainframe, customer visits, and other IBM colleagues. The book, its purpose,
and structure are an outgrowth of what we have learned.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.PrefaceBoth the Linux and the mainframe communities are understandably
interested in the unique concepts and benefits of Linux on the mainframe. In this book, we define



mainframe as being IBM's enterprise servers, that is, S/390 and zSeries servers.This guide is for
anyone seeking technical or market insight regarding Linux on the mainframe. It is for the
business person who looks for opportunities to consolidate servers, reduce the complexity of an
infrastructure, or reduce IT costs. It is also written for the IT architect who wants to plan for,
design, and implement the solutions. It is for all those who are interested in this solution.This
book gives an overall perspective of the concepts that make this solution unique. It is a practical
guide which helps you to reach an informed decision as to whether Linux on the mainframe is for
your business. It shows examples of business solutions for Linux on the mainframe, and
examples of how systems can be designed and built.While this book is not a tutorial or how-to
book, it references a wealth of material that provides details about specific technical topics.Part
1, "Linux on the Mainframe - an Introduction," describes technologies that possess inherent,
strong values on their own merits so that they should be considered as options for your IT
projects. This part includes an introduction to Linux, an introduction to the mainframe, and an
introduction to Linux on the mainframe.Part 2, "Planning for Linux," discusses the early decision
points that allow a Linux on the mainframe solution to effect the bottom-line project value. Apart
from these decision points, this part illustrates, with the help of two sample companies, the
spectrum of possibilities open to you. It also presents a total cost-of-ownership discussion on
how Linux on the mainframe can facilitate substantial savings in the enterprise.Part 3, "Is Linux
on the Mainframe for Me?" is about the technical foundations that bring unique value to running
applications in a Linux-on-the-mainframe environment. Virtualization, communications, and
security are among the topics discussed. For example, this part describes how it is possible to
have hundreds of Linux servers on one mainframe machine.Part 4, "Making the Most of Linux on
the Mainframe," is about the challenge that Linux on the mainframe means to systems
management. How can you preserve the benefits of tight systems management schemes that
help to make mainframe environments so reliable and, at the same time, allow Linux to act as an
engine for the rapid change that the marketplace demands today? This part explores the
opportunities that Linux on the mainframe offers for managing availability, data, performance,
and security.Part 5, "Running Applications," outlines the spectrum of uses for Linux images,
ranging from independent servers to components in an integrated multi-platform environment
with traditional mainframe operating systems. There is also a section with considerations for
those who want to port applications from other platforms.Part 6, "Reference," provides technical
details about specific Linux and mainframe functions and capabilities. It also points to some of
the key software that is available to your Linux-on-the-mainframe solution, including
applications, middleware, and systems management and performance tools.We have attempted
to make the various topics as independent as possible, but, as with any system-level solution, all
parts are interrelated. There is a fair amount of cross-referencing to allow you to find sections
where a related topic is covered in more detail.The book is the result of collaboration among
three current IBM employees and one retired IBM employee. Our sources are companies that
use Linux on the mainframe, customer visits, and other IBM colleagues. The book, its purpose,



and structure are an outgrowth of what we have learned.Read more
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Robin T. Wernick, “Post 2000 Linux Programming on the Half Shell. Since 2006 there have only
been a few books published on Linux programming, an area that was quite lively until 2002. It
wasn't until this time that authors started admitting that C++ was of any importance in Linux
design. Ok, the kernel and all the drivers are written in C. This makes sense, but applications
need a language with object oriented organization to defeat the enormous level of complexity
that modern applications need to manage. Published in 2008, this version expands on the same
subjects covered in the 2004 version."GNU/Linux Application Programming" expands on the
APIs that the application must use to interface to the file system, memory, networking, and
system management. There is some coverage of IPC ( shared memory, message queues, and
pipes ) programming to link applications behind the scenes as well. The coverage of POSIX
threading, semaphores and mutexes is robust. System calls are very limited, that will require
another reference if you want that covered in depth.So, if you want to extend your Linux
programming abilities and build rock solid professional applications, just buy and read the book.
You will find the subjects well explained and I am glad to have this book in my programming
library. Keep in mind that current supply is limited and that Amazon is not showing any newer
Linux programming books to be published through 2014.”

Guilherme Maciel Ferreira, “Straighforward and useful, but lack of care in the code examples.
This book fulfills its main purpose, of teaching the basics about linux programming. I was
between this book (GLAP) and the 4th edition of Beginning Linux Programming (BLP). I chose
this one because I found out that it is more direct to the point, while the BLP is more detailed.
Once I didn't expect to become a Linux expert with any of these books, I chose the one with the
more direct approach.I would like a quick overview of the various aspects of Linux programming,
a straightforward book which could teach Linux basics in few months. So this book made it. I
also checked this site [...] for a description of this books, so it helped me in my choice.Things I
enjoyed about this book:- the book approach is direct, it doesn't locks itself discussing every
single detail (such kind of details are left to specialized books, or bibles like "The Linux
Programming Interface");- the emulation chapter was something very usefull, I wonder why the
BLP doesn't even mention emulation.- the book's layout is simple and clear, without fancy
things.- the writing style is loose and easy to follow, it is not a dense and heavy reading. Short
paragraphs, short chapters, short examples, all this make the reading enjoyable and don't
required a high amount of focus to understand. Some books are too dense that you have to read
over and over again the same sentence to catch the author's intent. Here is different, you read
and understand, no big issue.Things the author could improve:- the biggest issue I found in this
book were the typos in the listings. Things like missing header files, unused variables (probably
copy&paste garbage from previous listings). Once most of the errors you can catch just reading
the examples, it is frustating to see errors in a book. They are no big deal, but it leaves the reader



with the feeling that the author didn't reviewed his book. It is also important to note that the
examples in the CD don not contain most of errors from the listing.- really bad programming
practices. If you run the examples as they are presented, your compiler will complain too much
that you will start to avoid to compile the listings at all. If you run a static code analyzer (like
splint), you will be even more astonished.I really would like to give five stars to this book, but due
the lack of care, I have to give it four stars.”

Brian Laskey, “Overall good, small number of mistakes with sample code. I am an experienced
software engineer but have not had much experience programming for Unix/Linux environment. I
was also interested in a basic book to go into low-level C system APIs. This book provided a
good introduction for me at a reasonable pace over a wide range of subjects. I focused on the C
programming chapters, but there are additional chapters for things like source control, shell
commands, awk, sed, Ruby, Python and debugging.Book expects some familiarity or
background with C programming language. While basic functions of the Standard C library are
described, the language constructs and syntax of C are not referred to at all but are assumed
familiar to the reader.Other reviewers have mentioned that source code was available for free
online so CD was not valuable. I have not found this to be the case, so in that respect the CD is
useful.Some negatives, in general code samples were often incomplete, with errors. Several of
the chapters of the book contain content with mistakes or do not list all necessary prerequisites.
For example, I tried to perform almost every code/script sample provided and ran into numerous
issues or additional packages and tools to install that were never mentioned. Some code would
execute on a 32-bit Linux system but not on a 64-bit system. Also I found the code samples
provided on the CD to be lacking in completeness, for example a sample code for a Makefile
example from chapter 6 did not include the source files the Make script was supposed to build.
In the end it did encourage me to create my own "Hello World" type source files just to go
through the same steps being described in the book. Other chapters included source but not
Makefiles to compile the code, source files with no relation to the examples in the book and
source files that did not compile. Generally such errors could be resolved with a few minutes of
Internet research on the errors/warnings.”

      , “Good starting for Linux programming. Well-rounded coverage of essential topics for
someone who needs to know what is Linux programming. Linux is open source, and there is
already tons of information out there on the net. This book provides good perspective if you do
not want to get distracted by all the noise online, but focus on developing an understanding to
build upon.A programmer should rather buy this book than something like 'Linux in a Nutshell'.I
disagree with some critical review comments here by other readers.The author is well-known for
his knowledge contributions, especially at IBM open source resources.”

    , “Happy Application Happing!. OS                                                



                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                               Happy Hacking!”

The book by Eric S. Raymond has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 8 people have provided feedback.
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